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Abstract
This research proposes a systemic framework for the understanding of client requirements in Information
System development that is particularly relevant for project contexts characterized by diversity of
stakeholder values and significant complexity. In spite of the strong research tradition associated with
Soft Systems Methodology and the growing interest in the Work System Method, the level of use of those
by practitioners is not high as such situations require harnessing the strengths of more than one
methodology. The paper explores the selection of techniques from three systems methodologies and
mixing them to be applied in the process of requirements understanding by clients. The mixing of methods
from various methodologies is justified through the principles of Critical Systems Practice and the
process of their use is guided by Action Design Research. The contribution of the paper for the field of
Information Systems is in the proposal of a more powerful framework for promoting organizational
learning about software requirements understanding by clients.
Keywords: software requirements, soft systems thinking, critical systems practice, action design research

1

Introduction

IT project success rates show a need for improvement (Eveleens and Verhoef, 2010; Standish Group,
2013). According to Whitaker (2010), problems of project failure are attributed to requirements being
incomplete, inaccurate, inconsistent, or missing. User participation in the information system
development (ISD) process has often been hypothesized as being a solution to the above issues, and a
contributor towards systems success, and yet similar problems appear to be ongoing. Hirschheim and
Klein (2012) point that user participation in the ISD process was the topic of application of the original
socio-technical systems ideas pioneers and they list socio–technical systems (STS) as one of the key
schools of thought in the field of Information Systems. They conclude also that while STS research on the
topic had mixed empirical results, it was clear that user involvement and participation are important in the
systems development process. The problem of user involvement has been investigated by many
researchers over the years but was brought again to the attention of the IS community by a thought
provoking paper by Markus and Mao (2004). They call for rich participation by clients in software
projects stating “that it is not the mere fact or quantity of participation that matters, but also the quality of
participation. In particular, we describe participation activities in terms of participants’ behavioral
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experiences (the types and richness of participation activities) and in terms of the design choices made by
change agents (the method or techniques and conditions of participation)” (Markus and Mao, 2004:
536).They further point that rich participation is encouraged by using analysis techniques that are
appropriate for users with non-specialist IT knowledge, by choosing analysis techniques that capture
socio-technical requirements in addition to functional requirements, and in using a “facilitation” approach
rather than a “technical expert” approach to participation. Participation therefore needs to be such that the
influence of the users’ participation is reflected in the resulting ISD project and its implementation.
Further extension of the ideas of Markus and Mao (2004) is provided by Alter (2009) who calls for
“project collaboration” rather than “user participation”. Alter uses the term “project collaboration” as a
way to clarify the extent to which users should be involved, and the need for a comprehensive
consideration of all aspects of the project rather than just the technical issues. His focus is on extending
the call by Markus and Mao (2004) for a more detailed investigation of participation to project
collaboration which “explicitly focuses on work system projects rather than projects whose main goal is
the development and implementation of software/hardware configurations” (Alter, 2009: 12). The Work
System Method (WSM) (see Alter, 2006, 2008) is a more recent socio-technical approach developed to
reduce the gap between the understanding of software requirements by clients and developers. It focuses
as a starting point of analysis on the work system, on the organization and not on the technical aspects of
the information system to be developed. The challenge to apply WSM ideas for studying client
participation in IS projects and finding ways to make it more meaningful was one of the motivations for
this research.
The issue of client understanding of requirements becomes especially complicated for projects
characterised with multiple stakeholders with diverse interests and larger project complexity. Typically
the outcomes of such IT projects involve changes in the business process and work practices of
organizations (see Alter and Browne, 2005). In such projects the clients often have a vague idea about
their perceptions of the requirements and as a result those need to be defined through a careful interaction
between the developers and the clients. The need to carefully address the social construction of software
requirements is demonstrated by Holstrom and Sawyer (2011: 44): “The RE community appears to have
continued to focus on the artifact, and thus failed to exploit the potential value of social constructivist
approaches, which are highlighted by our findings. There seems to be a clear need for more of a social
process perspective, and awareness of the need for multiple perspectives of IS requirements”. Such
situations involve necessary organizational learning and the application of methods that support such
learning. This was another motivation for the development of the framework proposed in this research in
progress paper.
Organizational learning has been promoted among other methods also through systems thinking.
According to Mora et al. (2007: 1) the IS discipline “has been driven by a dual research perspective:
technical (design engineering oriented) or social (behavioural focused). This duality of man-made nonliving (hardware, software, data, and procedures) and living systems (human beings, teams, organizations,
and societies), the multiple interrelationships among these elements, and the socio-cultural-economicpolitic and physical-natural environment, make IS a complex field of enquiry” and hence they motivate
that the systems approach is most likely to complement the technical analysis of a problem. Such a
conclusion was based on the apparent lack of systems thinking in IS research at the start of the new
millennium. While there has been considerable progress towards the use of Soft Systems Methodology
(SSM) as a sense making tool in complex IT problems (following Rose, 1997, Rose and Haynes, 1999),
little success has been registered in linking SSM to more formal software requirements elicitation
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techniques. In spite of the strong IS research tradition in SSM and the growing interest in other systems
methodologies like the Work System Method (WSM), the level of their practical use by practitioners are
not high, probably because more complex project situations require harnessing the strengths of more than
one methodology. The paper considers the potential selection of techniques from several systems
methodologies and mixing them in an intervention aiming at the understanding of software requirements
by clients in a process of organizational learning.
The possibilities for combining WSM with SSM for more complicated project situations were explored in
Petkov et al. (2012). While such a combination allows for compensation by SSM for the fact that the
WSM provides insufficient means of analysis of the political and cultural aspects of an IT problem there
are situations in which the need to reveal sources of motivation, knowledge and legitimacy in the analysis
of requirements require the use of the boundary questions of Critical Systems Heuristics (CSH) (see
Ulrich, 2005).
The purpose of the paper is to provide a justification for the use of several techniques from three systems
methodologies, SSM, WSM and CSH in a framework to bring about client understanding of requirements
in complex IT projects. The use of several techniques in the proposed framework is based on the
principles of Critical Systems Practice (CSP) (see Jackson, 2003), a meta-methodology enabling mixing
of methods in a systemic intervention. Since the result of the application of the framework is both a
product of design and action research, the process of applying the the proposed mix of techniques will be
guided by Action Design Research (ADR) (Sein et al., 2011). Action Design Research is a recently
proposed meta-approach to design science that integrates it with Action Research (see also Papas,
O'Keefe and Seltsikas, 2012). The refined process of ADR resolves the problems in design research
resulting from the separation of design from implementation as is pointed in the introduction of Sein et al.
(2011).
The theoretical contribution of the paper for the field of Information Systems is in the proposal of a more
powerful framework for promoting organizational learning about understanding of software requirements
in a project situation characterised by diversity of stakeholder values and significant complexity in
comparison to the use of only one systems methodology. From a practical point of view the chosen few
methods are simpler to use than the whole methodologies to which they belong. The paper proceeds with
an overview and justification of the techniques from the three systems methodologies to be mixed for
better understanding of software requirements by clients, followed by a summary of the framework and a
conclusion.

2

On elements from three systems methodologies considered in
the framework for software requirements understanding

The systems approach describes the general properties of a system as: “wholeness, purposefulness,
emergence, organization, hierarchical order, interconnectedness, competence, information based
controllability, progressive mechanization, and centralization.”(Mora et al., 2007: 3). Midgley (2011: 5)
states two assumptions that are fundamental to most (if not all) systems approaches: “everything in the
universe is directly or indirectly connected to everything else, and, we cannot have a ‘God’s eye view’ of
this interconnectedness: our understandings in any situation are inevitably limited.” To address the
limitation of our understanding of a project situation we propose a multiple perspective framework that
combines the strengths of methods from the systems methodologies discussed next. According to Jackson
(2003) these methods all belong to soft systems thinking as a strand in the systems approach. Soft systems
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thinking as applied to information systems promotes organizational learning and recognizes the
complexity of the social, cultural, and power dynamics within which an information system is required to
function (see Jackson, 2003). Recognizing and working within this social context is key to soft systems
thinking.
When information systems support simple transaction processing and functions close to the daily
processing tasks in a business it may be possible to use a hard systems approach such as methods from
Operations Research when eliciting requirements. As stated by Jackson (2003: 62), hard systems
approaches are applicable “when world views converge and the problem becomes one of finding the most
efficient means of arriving at agreed-on objectives”. When information systems contexts involve too
many elements and are characterized with greater diversity in the stakeholder interests, then soft systems
approaches are more appropriate as they recognize the world as complex, and also perceived differently
by each observer (Stowell, 2009). The emphasis of soft systems approaches in that case is based on an
understanding of the problem developed through a learning process rather than seeking a single optimal
solution.
Among the most widely known soft systems approach is Soft Systems Methodology (SSM). Given the
misinterpretation and incorrect implementation of SSM highlighted by Holwell (2000), it is important to
understand and use SSM within the context in which it is framed. SSM facilitates the emergence of the
problem as a result of debate. Tools used to facilitate the debate among stakeholders are rich pictures,
CATWOE analysis and root definitions. Initially Checkland formulated the process of SSM as a seven
stage model that was applied iteratively in order for the problem to emerge (Mode 1 SSM according to
Checkland (1999)). The debate in this process should involve all stakeholders and consider issues of
power and politics that will exist within the social structure which resulted from the experience gained in
using SSM into SSM Mode 2 (see Checkland and Scholes, 1990). It separated the technical stream of
inquiry into a problem from the stream of social, cultural and political inquiry. More details on ways in
which SSM can be applied are provided in Checkland and Winter (2006). A four stage analysis process is
summarized including a rich picture depicting the problem, analysis of the social characteristics of the
situation, analysis of the power and politics associated with the problem and an analysis for the
intervention itself. The first three stages relate to the content and context regarding the situation of
concern and the last one relates to the process that will be followed.
The above four stages require considerable skills from the facilitator of the intervention and the
participating stakeholders. In order to craft a more user friendly framework, only the techniques of rich
pictures, CATWOE analysis and root definitions are considered from SSM. While SSM assumes
participation of multiple stakeholders, it is not explicit in the process of determining stakeholders and the
essential elements of a problem situation. A suitable technique for identifying the essential elements is the
Work System Snapshot from the Work System Method (WSM) which is proposed for inclusion in the
framework.
The Work System Method is a pragmatic approach designed to enable business professionals to describe
a work system as a problem situation (Alter, 2006, 2008). WSM and its more recent extension into Work
System Theory (WST) were proposed according to Alter (2013) to address the differences between the
espoused theory in IS as a systems discipline and its “theory in use” as a non-systems discipline. The
work system method includes a static representation of a problem situation (called the Work System
Framework), dealing with the organizational external environment, its strategic objectives, infrastructure
and the elements of the snapshot: customers, products, work practices, participants (or stakeholders),
information and technology. The evolution of a work system in time is studied through the work system
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life cycle model (see Alter, 2006; Alter, 2008). The Work System Method includes three stages of
analysis, dealing with the statement of a problem, analysis of possibilities and provision of
recommendations for improvement and their justification. The work system theory (WST) proposed in
Alter (2013) is an extension of the above as an integrated body of theory following the typology of
Gregor (2006) that includes a Type 1 analytical theory (the work system framework) and a Type 2
explanatory theory (the work system life cycle model), which in combination give the basis of a Type 5
design theory (WSM).
A common criticism of SSM and WSM is the lack of techniques in them for promotion of stakeholder
participation and for their motivation. Critical Systems Heuristics CSH) is suggested for inclusion in the
proposed framework as a possible way to address those shortcomings of SSM and WSM.
CSH was proposed in 1983 by Ulrich as a methodology for critical systems thinking as a means for
planning. An important notion in Ulrich’s theory is boundary judgements (see Ulrich, 2005). These are
the facts and values to be considered that define the boundaries of the planning effort. According to
Ulrich boundary judgments need to be concerned with the sources of motivation, sources of power,
sources of knowledge and sources of legitimacy. Ulrich (2005) proposes for each of the four groups
above three boundary questions. The first question in each group is related to a social role e.g. who ought
to be the plan's client? The second question relates to role’s specific concerns e.g. what ought to be the
plan's purpose? The third to the problem of dealing with the conflicting concerns that are part of social
reality e.g. what ought to be the underlying measure of improvement? Each question can be answered
from different viewpoints, not only from the standpoint of those involved, but also from the perspective
of those concerned and potentially affected.

3

A systemic framework for facilitating software requirements
understanding in the early stages of a complex project

A framework is designed with a specific purpose, and is often depicted in a picture that shows
implications of related concepts. The framework is a meta-model for assisting methodology users
(Jayaratna, 1994). In this case the framework aims to bring individuals to an understanding of software
requirements. To face the complexity of a problem situation that involves multiple stakeholders with
diverse interests and a high number of elements it is necessary to draw on a mix of methods from
different systems methodologies as is shown in Figure 1. The mixing of methods within the framework is
justified using critical systems practice (CSP), developed in the field of Critical Systems thinking
(Jackson, 2003). Critical systems practice is considered as a meta-methodology as it involves in its
process a deliberate attempt to reflect theoretically about what methods are appropriate for use, and when
to use them.
The three commitments of CSP: critical awareness, improvement and pluralism (Jackson, 2003) are the
guiding principles in the justification of the framework. In this case ‘multi-paradigm multimethodology is
used which means that parts of different methodologies can be used together in the same problem
intervention. The process of applying CSP involves four phases which are completed keeping in mind the
three commitments mentioned above. These phases are: a creativity phase, a choice phase, an
implementation phase and reflection. While the process of CSP is useful for a general framing of the
inquiry in a systemic intervention it does not include two issues of importance: the need for evaluation of
the validity of a framework like the one proposed here and also the issue of generalization of the findings.
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The above shortcomings of the process of CSP are addressed in another meta-methodology proposed
recently in the field of Information Systems. It was specifically developed for integrating action research
with design science and is called action design research (ADR) (see Sein et al., 2011). A quick
comparison between the two shows some similarities. The first stage of ADR is labelled Problem
formulation and it includes activities that are slightly similar to what is performed in the creativity and
choice phases of CSP but are less articulated than them. Its second phase integrates design and evaluation
work and corresponds to the implementation phase in CSP. One may argue that though evaluation was
not explicitly included in the CSP process it has always been considered implicitly as part of a
methodology in Operational Research and Systems Thinking. The next stages in both metamethodologies are both dedicated to reflection while fourth stage in ADR is dedicated to the
formalization of learning through generalization of the outcomes along the guidelines for design research
in Hevner et al. (2004).

Understanding of
Requirements
(Unfolding multiple
perspectives)

Techniques from SSM

Techniques from WST

Techniques from CSH

Work system snapshot of
the initial problem “as is”

Questions to identify
sources of:
Motivation
Control
Knowledge
Legitimacy

Rich Pictures
C - Customers
A - Actors
T – Transformation
processes
W - Weltanshauung
O - Owners
E – Environment

Work system snapshot of
the “to be” problem

In the initial problem “is”
mode and in “ought to”
mode

Root Definition

Figure 1.

Framework to facilitate client understanding of requirements
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Another similarity between CSP and ADR is the significant role of Action Research in both of them as
the application of CSP is entirely guided by Action Research (Jackson, 2003) while ADR integrates the
phases of Design with Action Research in creating the resulting IT artefact. Both CSP and ADR are seen
as meta-theories influencing this research, but they are each used in a different way. CSP is used to justify
the methods used in the framework, and the mixing of methods in drawing together the framework. ADR
is used to explain the process of applying the methods of the framework in a specific project intervention.
The understanding of the problem situation and of client requirements emerges as a result of applying the
framework. The stages and principles of ADR facilitate the learning that needs to take place in the
implementation of the framework. The first iteration through the learning cycle is expected to bring to
light the divergent views, as well as identify any stakeholders that may not necessarily have been
considered. It is these different views that need to be reconciled in order to have a common understanding
of the problem emerge. It is envisaged that different steps in the learning cycle will receive more attention
according to the actual circumstances of a project to which the framework is being applied. The guiding
learning cycle is expected to support the unfolding of multiple perspectives and promote mutual
understanding of the problem. The outcome from applying the proposed ideas as a design artefact is the
knowledge about software requirements generated through an intervention guided by the framework for
understanding of client requirements which in itself will be shaped in its final form through the interaction
between the client and the developers.
Using parts of SSM, WST and CSH in combination to work towards a better understanding of the
requirements for software development provides benefits as each individual method brings something to
the framework. Cases of overlap in ideas raised from some methods can be used for validation of the
importance of a point raised. Triangulation will be used to cross reference points raised through various
methods, identifying their importance, and also the different views on similar issues. An example would
be to compare the CATWOE analysis from SSM with the work system snapshot from WST.
Triangulation of data is often discussed in the qualitative, quantitative debate (Venkatesh, Brown and
Bala, 2013). Triangulation is therefore an important feature supported by the framework leading to
potential improvement of the reliability of results.

4

Conclusion

The proposed systemic framework for understanding of client requirements in complex IS projects is an
interventionist approach justified by the principles of Critical Systems Practice and guided by the process
of Action Design Research. Its benefits are in the integration of several simple methods originating from
different systems and exploiting the results from each method as an input to other methods or techniques.
This research builds upon past work in this area, extending it by showing how CSP can be used for
justification of the methods to be included in a framework for improved understanding of user
requirements. ADR is used to justify the process of applying these methods. For space reasons the
justification for why other methods were not considered in the framework has not been included in this
research in progress paper but that topic was addressed in our project.
The proposed framework benefits from combining the rigour of CSP in selecting and justifying the
methods that are included and from the flexible process for implementation of ADR. This integrated use
of two meta-methodologies is one of its theoretical contributions. The proposed mix of methods from the
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three methodologies, SSM, WST and CSH was not applied before to problems in IT to the best of our
knowledge and that is part of the practical contribution of this work.
The purpose of the framework is to facilitate better client understanding of ISD requirements, and thereby
gain meaningful and valuable ideas from stakeholders by supporting a process of organizational learning.
The framework provides clear guidance on what methods are applied. Their sequencing depends on the
needs of the intervention guiding the judgment of the facilitator. The framework is intended to promote
accommodation of different stakeholder needs and interests and the emergence of understanding of client
requirements. The framework considers the ensemble view of the IT artefact (see Sein et al., 2011)
embedded within a complex social environment and which encompasses the interactions between the
technology and the people using the technology, as well as the social and cultural perspectives of the
people concerned. Further research work is needed on the validation of the framework and its testing in
field conditions. The results will provide possible insights on whether the framework enables meaningful
client participation in the understanding of software requirements. Another line of investigation would be
whether the choice of following the process of ADR suggested here provides practical and theoretical
benefits compared to adhering to the stages in CSP which is based on action research only.
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